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Activities on Friday

Moroccan Arabic transcript:
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English translation:
N: Can I ask you what Friday looks like for you? What you do on Friday… from when
you wake up to…?
B: It depends, if I have a break, I would help my mother in the kitchen and organize the
house. It always has to be organized because anyone could just show up. The guests do
not call you in advance – it is not nice. If you call someone in advance and tell them that

you are coming, you just add another responsibility. The host feels obliged to cook and
prepare something before you come. So, if you are close to someone, you do not need to
call them in advance if you want to visit. For this, the house always has to be clean and
organized and I help my mother do that. If I have work, I wake up in the morning and
have breakfast with the family.
N: Is there Qur’an reading or…?
B: In my house, on Fridays, we start by listening to the Qur’an in the morning. Then we
would listen to a radio station that has anasheed [religious songs] because it is Friday,
which is a very different day from other days.
N: [Inaudible question]
B: At night, it is normal. On Fridays, most people work. It is not like other countries
where they have Friday off. But the majority of men go to Friday prayer and some
women too. But usually the woman has to cook lunch, so it is only the husband and the
sons who would go to the prayer. Dinner is normal, nothing special. For workers, on
Friday, instead of normally returning to work at 2 after the lunch break, they would return
at 2:30. They are given longer breaks to accommodate the Friday prayer. They first go to
the prayers, then home for lunch and then go back to work.
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